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1That empire in Southeast Asi a i s the last ma j or resource area outside t he control 
of any one of the major powers on t he globe . ... I believe that the condition of 
t he Vietnamese people , and the direction i n which thei r future may be going, are 
at t his stage secondary , not primary. ' 

Senator licGee (Wyoming ) US Senate 
February 17 , 1965 
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INTRODUCTION ., 

FOUR THEORIES OF IMPERIALISM 

' . 

Lenin wrote at a time whe_n domestic ··markets in Europe were saturated, leading him 
to predict that the indust rialized . countries would war among themselves for over
se·as outlets for investment _capital and for ' overseas markets. .The Social Deraocrats 
argued that '_alternate solu,t,ions would be ,found - the c.rises of -' overproduction 1 

would be ended by increasing domestic _demand by wage increases, - wel.f;are payments, 
etc. Lenin dismissed with' two words ( i under -c·apitalism ! ' ) this notion that the 
greedy capitalists would give the workers money. · · - · 

However, the development of capitalist economies has shown an almost ·limitless ca
pacity for internal f:!xpansion. Legalized unions, welfare, public works, defense 
spending, planned · ·obsolescence, space programs , consumer credit, ad-created markets 
and fad spendi.:ng - • . . techniques beyond the wildest dreai,1s of the( Social Democrats 
..• lead one to suspect that the last -cataclysmic convulsion of capitalism just 
isn't coming. 

Not only have capitalist economies succeeded in expanding internally,' ·out they have 
observably not exploited market and investment opportunities in the :underdeveloped 
countries. The feudal economic and politic.al structures of the Third !forld provide 
neither purchasing power nor opportunities for investment in industry -and, liberal 
disclaimers to the contrary notwithstanding, American policies are .directed at 
maintaining such structures . 1 There has been no eff·o·rt ·to dupJ;idat·e the European 
expansion sparked by inves,tment in the industrialization of North America. 

' ~ .1'. 

Yearly American investment overseas is .itpproxiinately ·51~·.:of ·ao¥stic investment, and 
the major part of that is in Europe and Canada. Only,-- z ~ -of.-.A,merican overseas in
·lestments is in underdeveloped countries ; . onljr a negl:j..gible _}mpunt on the Asian 
mainland. 

American investors do make a tidy sum each year on their overseas investments, and 
it would be naive to : suppose that the corporations i,nvolved would be too altruistic 
to fight to maintain them. But the degree of expansion has been so limited, the 
profits so peripheral to the American economy, that it takes a peculiar sort of de
monology to believe that they are in themselves adequate justification of th: three 

. w~rs and countless lesser military actions by which the United States has gained 
· ' and maintained control, '-of• the · Third World . . 

-~ )\ -~- : 

2. NEO-MAR.XIST 

Some modern Marxists argue that America's overseas investments are indeed negligi
ble to the survival of the American economy~ but that the dQ11estic economic effects 
of imperial wars are crucial. The figures lend more weight to this argument. A111er
ican investments in her domestic war industries each year are more than 60 times 

-----------------------------------------
l For example, the Alliance for Progress specifically forbids use of its funds for 

any sort of land reforrn program. 
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her investments in underdeveloped countries. 

However, there is nothing magical abo~t the kind of e~ohomic waste ·implied ' in need
less war spending. Other forms of wa:ste such· as·, space prog·rams are equall.y · effec
tive sources of investment., and many other fornJ~ 1:;ould be easier to sell political
ly than wars against fictit.ious invaders. 

3. LIBERAL 

In response to this sort of argument, the majority of the American liberal-left de
nies tha~ the Narxist theories of imperialism explain American foreign PC?licy to
day, .although they credit it,- (wheh they know it at all) with some degree of accur
acy in interpreting the earlier part of the century. Their most common explanation 
of America's military domination of Asia, Africa and Latin America suggests that 

· there is ,UQ rational motive for it. Imperialism belongs to America's economic past; 
however the ideology and bureaucracy that supported these o'utda.ted interests have a 
blind momentlllll of their mm that has made them endure beyond their 'moment ' in ·his-
tory. ··· 

_;:• . . 

This 'un<;ierstanding leads to a politics of p~tition - the Qualcer: 'Speak Tru.th to 
Power• approach. Its analysis of American .power is filled with words like· 'irra-
tional fear,' 'blunder,' •paranoia,' or 'fixation.' So the solution is seen in 
affecting a change in the personal qualities of the men at the _p~lm, running peace 
candidates or helping those in power see the illogic of I the:_ s ·ystem in which they 
are trapped. 1 

4. SCARCE RE30URCF.S 

The research for this paper was based on the premise that American policy is ra
tional and successful. It may not be directed at .Q.!.Q: goals, but. it is goal-direc~ 
ted, and the goals are not anachronisms of the American syst_7m but are essential to 
the maintenance of existing power relations. I have looked. for this motive in that. 
aspect of imperialism that is usually foot-noted in considerations of the American 
economic influence in the .Third: World · -the massive extraction of raw materials. 

While not denying the existence of other economic motivations which are ·stressed by 
the IIarxist left, I would argue that they are secondar"J to the total dependency of 
American production on foreign resources, that this dependency is sufficient in it- · 
self to explain U S policy, and that it leads to a fundamental conflict between the . 
survival of the American economy .. 'iri its present form and the drive for development _. · 
in the Third World. ._ .... 

,. !: 

US-- :MATERIALS POLICY STUDIES - 1950- /960 

'Has the. United ·.states of Am~rica· the material means to sustain its civilization?' . ·, 

In 1952, the US President's Haterials Policy Commission opened its report with 
this question. Its answer shattered forever the myth of Cornucopian natural re
sources on the !forth American continent, and introduced a new alarm into the con
sciousness of policy-makers :the US depended on foreign sources for every signifi
cant industrial resource except molybdenum and magnesium~_. 
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. . ~ . . I , , . . ' . .,,I: ·' · . . , . . . 2 · . 
The Commission, headed by tlill;i.an_i ~ . . Paley 1, - hired a phalanx of, experts ··to predict 
U S demand for natural re.sources for the next 25 years , and to .advise the President 
on legislation necessary to ensure that these resources would be available. 

It~ . r~port is far f~om a dry compilation of statistics; its principal author seems 
to ·see himse11 as something of a philosopher-poet. In the introduction he reflects 
on the wry wo·rkings of fate which make raaterials a ·key factor in the ·. s_trugg·le be
twi:;en the Spirit of Lian and the Forces of J.Iaterialisi:1. The report :Goncluded that 
the materials would not be lacking. However it found domestic reserves a.dequate, to 
meet only a small and shrinking fraction of American needs. 

The Third World is expected to supply __ the b_ulk of the raw: materials us~d ~ U S in
dustry. In another burst of l yr;i,.~ism the Report details the. mutual benefits to 
arise from this Free Uorld division of labor. Each nation has its appointed role: 
that of the . underdeveloped -countries is to produce , that of the US is to'. cohsume. 
(It•s highly reminiscent of the 'speeches on peaceful coexistence that the Russians 
keep delivering to the Chinese.) By selling to US markets, Third World nations 
will accumulate the capital necessary to finance their own industrializati.. on. But 
this eventuality appears only in the -rhetoric of the report. Their statistical 
projections do not allow for a significant increase in consumption of industrial 
raw materials in the underdeveloped countries. 

. . 
" 

In response to the Paley Report, defense stockpiling was undertaken on a massive 
scale to safeguard agninst such supply shortages as had occurred during the Korean 
War. Government subsidies (since largely discontinued) encouraged exploitation of 
inferior domestic ores in hopes of making technological breakthroughs. Government 
commissions were set up to give early warning of financial or political threats to 
foreign sources of defense materials. 

IIost important, and probably most successful, an organization was established with 
Ford Foundation money to refine and expand the work of the Paley Commission. 'Re
sources for the Future' was incorporated to do research, publish, and make policy 
recommendations. Paley was joined in its administration by such pillars of the 
American Establishment as George P. Brm·m, 3 Frank Pace, 4 and Laurance Rockefeller. 5 

The major publication of Resources for the Future (RFF) is 'Resources in America's 
Future.• It is a massive collection of statistics and extrapolations that attempts 
to predict patterns of Arnerican consumption to the year 2000, allowing for substi
tutions, probable technological innovations , etc. In tone its publications seem to 
be one half of a debate with Rachel Carson. One feels the presence of an unseen 
Conservationist Lobby proposing crin1ps in the style of the barons of the extrac
tive industries, many of them on the board of RFF. This report, too concludes that 
the raw raaterials America needs 1vill be available. But for those of us to whom 
'America's interests' are not the whole spectrum of concern, the means by which 
this conclusion was reached are ominous. The introduction warns: 

It should be pointed out clearly, however, that our conclusion that 
there is no general resource shortage problem for the balance of the cen
tury applies specifically to the United..-States; it cannot be extended 
automatically to other countries. In many less developed countries, es-

2· Chairman of CBS and life trustee of Columbia University. 
3 United Shoe IIachinery, Boston Herald-Traveller Corp.> First National Bank of 

Boston, New England Tel & Tel, Old Colony Trust Co. 
4 Time Inc. Colgate-Pa~nolive, Continental Oil, Banker's Trust, Eurofund, etc. 
5 Pres. Rockefeller Bros. Fund, Rockefeller Bros. Inc., etc. 
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pecially in Asia, Africa and Latin America, population presses hard on 
available natural resources ; for them ~ sustained in.cre.ase in living . lev
els can by no means by guaranteed· wit:tr the .. _assurance it can be fo"r the 
United States and other ·more advanced industrial countries. 

In plainer words, the surpluses of industrial raw ·materials which America expects 
to import from Asia , Africa and Latin Anterica are illusory. They would vanish from 
world markets if th(;) intolerable stagnation of Third World economies was ended. To 
ensure their cgntinued z,.va:ilability will require complete political and economic 
control of Third World countries - a control .exercised against the· most elemental 
interests of their populations . 

THE EXTENT OF SCA.RC/TY 
In 19631 the Minerals Year Book supplied the following figures for U S import.s for 
consumption: -

MINERAL 

Iron 
Manganese 
Chromite 
Gobalt 
Nickel 
Tungsten 
Copper 
Lead 
Zinc 
Ur.µiium 
Tin 
Aluminum 
Bauxite 

% of consumption 
imported 

22% 
94% 

_100% 
98% 
86% 
43% 
257b 
35% 
44% 
3876 
78% 

85% 

<jb of world 
production 

14c: 
/0 

35% 

23% 

24% 
45% 
31;6 

This gives some idea of the magnitude of US reliance on other than domestic 
sources, but the figures are distorted in two directions. In some cases they mini
mize the shortage because current needs are being met by uneconomic government-sub
sidized exploitation of small deposits of inferior ore. In other cases, notably 
iron, the US imports are of sufficiently high quality to compensate for shipping 
costs, but apart from the price differential, has. quite adequate supplies of ore. 

Taken to the end of the century, the relative significance of the shortages shifts·, · 
but the overall picture is sufficiently alarming that it is certain that scarce re
sources are a significant determinant of government policy. For those who quail at 
statistics, it is possible to skip the following array of figures. The g?-st of 
them is that . the US has between 1% and 10% of the reserves necessary to meet de
mand from n.ow to the year 2000, and will require between 507~ to 1007b or more of 
kno.-m reserves in the I non-Communist world 1 ( the RFF amendment of Paley's 'Free 
World'). -
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All terms and statistics are: d,ravm from the RFF report, 'Resources in America I s 
Future. 1 

U.S.C.D~:' -:-- Us·. Cumulative Demand (total demand from 1960 to 2000) 
NCH -- non-Communist World . . . . 
reserves -- minerals contained· in 6:re '~ that · can be mined· ,rith present t~chnology 

(this includes ores :which, are ·not commercially feasible at .current 
prices but which are technically easy . to mine and c50;~ less: rich than 

i.f ,. 

resources 
ores currently marketable) . , . ., .. ; ·. · , 
minefais that could be mined if cost were .no object, or given a tech
nological breakthrough (such .as .· oil in tar sands). 

Electricity and steel vlill continue to be the irreducible basis of any advanced 
civilization .for at least a century. The imponderables pf sh_ifts in consumption 
patterns, technological innovations and substitutions are held to a minimum in con
sidering the following minerals: the ferro-alloys, aricf'the two conduct.ors of elec
tricity, cooper and aluminurn. 

MANGANESE 

iianganese is absolutely essential to the manufacture of steel; it strips it of the 
ma jor impurity, sulphur. 'I'here is no possible substitute. IIost of the world I s re~.· 
serves of manganese a.re in the _U.S.S.R. and China. There will probably be . discov
eries in Africa, however, that could double the figure of 185 million tons in NCW 
reserves. 

TUNGSTEN 

U.S.C.D. low projection - 48 million tons 
med projection 73 11 11 

high 107 II 11 

US reserves: 0.9 million tons 

Total lJCW demand - med - 300 million tons . 
Total l'JCH reserves - 1G5 million tons 

Tungsten has the highest melting point of any metal. It is used for high speed 
steels, and steels that r.iust withstand constant friction like bits and drills. It . 
:imparts the necessary hardness t·o cutting tools, and is a major electrical and 
electronic component:_ 

. . 

U.S.C.D. 250,000 tons 460,000 tons 800,000 tons 
U S reserves : · · 71,000 tons of low-grade ore 
NCW demand 1 , 000,000 tons 
NCW reserve.&.. · ·· J20, 000 tons 

iiolybdenum is a possible substitute for tungsten in steel. 

. , .-: 
• • ; I 



NICKEL 
Nickel is the single most important alloJr mineral, currently used -in over 3000 al
loys.? It gives , steel strength, hardness, and resistance to corrosion or deformation 
at high temperatures. It is found in quantity only in Ihdonesia, Hew Caledonia, Can-. 
ada and Cuba. Le Nickel .of EU::rope (French Rothschilds) controls the New Caledonia 
mines, so the North American m·arket is supplied almost entirely from Canada. 

U.S.C.D. 7 million tons 11.7 million 19.3 million 
US reserves .5 million tons 
NCW demand 37 rnillion tons 
NCW -reserves Canada - 6 million New Caledonia - 4.6 rnillion 

Indonesia - 5-8 million; total proved - 11.3 million+ inferred 

CHROMIUM 
Chrome steels are extremely hard for their weight, and of course are resistant to 
corrosion.USC D 40 ·11· t . . . . mi ion ons 

US reserves - 4 million tons of 
NCW demand - 200 million tons 

very inferior ores 
NCW reserves - 450 million tons 

Estimates of rese·rves are tentative while exploration continues in Africa. Reserves in 
South Africa may run fro1:1 80 to 800 million; in Southern Rhodesia from 175 to 250 million 

CQBALT 
Cobalt is used in steels that must resist corrosion at extremely high temperatures. It 
is used in jets, missiles, gas turbines and generators. Actual use has been less 
than the projections so far due to the political instability of the Congo. 

COPPER 

U.S.C.D . med: 450,000 tons ; high : 700,000 tons 
US reserves - 45 ,000 tons 
NCW reserves - 900,000 tons plus inferred reserves -in Africa 

The only mineral that conducts electricity as well as copper is silver. However, a 
more plausible substitute is aluminum, with 60% of the conductivity of copper. Cop
per shortages are world wide. Neither the U.S .S.R. nor China have a potential surplus. 

ALUMINUM 

U.S.C.D. 60 million tons 112 million 181 million 
· US reserves - 30 million; resources 20 million Canada 9 million 

NCW demand - 500 million tons 
NCW reserves - 200 r.1illion proved ; 200 million inferred 

Although it is rare in North America, aluminum is a fairly conunon mineral through
out the world. One major strike was made when a farmer sent a sample of poor soil 
for analysis. As it is produced by electrolysis, the ore has moved to power; this is 
uhy Canada has been a leading aluminum producer. Control of major hydro-electric 
power projects in the third world is more critical to securing aluminum supplies than 
is control of the source of the ore. 

U.S . C.D. 140 million 255 million 480 million 
US reserves - 13 million reserves ; 98 million resources 
lJCW demand - 900 rnillion tons (med) 
NGW reserves - 800 million tons 

-----------------------------------~----
7 .Anyone missing footnotes and references for this sort of statistic can write me 

for them, c/o New Left Committee 658 Spadiha Ave, Toronto, Ontario Canada. 
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IS THERE ENOUGH TO GO AROUND? . 

With approY..imately 35·; of the NC1J pop"Qlation, the United States is presently plan
ning to reserve for her o-wn industries and her own consumption between 50;~ and 100;~ 
of the world's mineral resources. Her assurance that these resources 1dll be 
available to her use is hard to explain . Even using the figures given for ECH de.,. 
mand, there would appear to be a bitter cor,1peti t ion for resources imminent. And · 
those figures are predicated upon continuing desperate poverty for one-hall of the · 
uorld . . ; ~ 

NCU demand was · calculated by assumi ng a growth rate of consuE1ption of industrial . 
raw- raaterials of between 3~ and 6;; , raost of i t to come from Europe . To see these 
figures in proper perspective, consider the past history of developing nations. 

a) UNITED STATES 
Between 1867 and 1905, steel produc'tion increased an average of 25;; per annum. This 
average reflects · even higher rates of increase in boom times, followed by severe 
depressions. After a period of stagnation, 1lorld Har I sparked another surge in 
production of 155".,-20% per annuD. 

b ) ,JAPAN 
In arming for Horld Har II, Japan increased her steel -production from 2.5 million 
tons in 1932 to 8 million tons in 1943. Due to deliberate occupation policy, her 
steel-making capacity was reduced to 3 million tons until 1949. In 1964 she pr9~ 
duced 40 million tons -- an average rate of growth over 15 years of more than 10~ . 

c) CHINA8 

COMMODIT'l Production in Hetric Tons 
1952 1957 1958 1959 

Coal 66,000 12G, OOO 270,000 335,000 

Oil 440 1,444 2.,260 3 , 500 

Copper 10 50 70 GO 

I:ron 4, 290 15 , 000 30,000 45,000 

iianganese 191 700 850 1,000 

Aluminum 0 20 27 60 

Lead 7 45 60 75 

Steel 1,350 5,350 C, 000 · 12,000 

----------------· ---
1lhat surpluses of raw materials would be available to the U S if the U . II. undertook 
a development -program designed to bring the .Third Horld to the consumption le'!'el of 
8-Based-orttFie_D_s_Bureau-oI'-Tiiries-Speclal Supplement t 29., .r iarch , 1960. 

, r 
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a poor European country by the year 2000? (By which time the U S G .N. P. i-ril], have 
quadrupled. ) The obvious pattern con~umption- would follow, _from the examples a
bove, would be far fr9m a stately 3~~ of nothing increase per annum. For the first 
few years, reflec.ting the' smallness of the base, production and c~nsumption would 
increase by 50% to 300~~ per annum, and then settle to a steady l0;o growth rate. 

Hhat 1-ril_l the year 2000 f.ind in fact? Surely not the world predicted in ,the U S 
studie_s, where half tp.e }torld , is swept with plagues and famines _a·s they trudge out 
t o the mines to dig up ~;aw mat erials for an American ·affluence of science fictir;m 
proportions! · The rate of development I have hy1iothesized is possible. The Third 
Horld knows it . . They know that the much-vaunted roads, railways and telegraphs 
that American money has gifted them id th lead from · the mines to the ports. If they 
refuse ' to ac·cept the division of l abor on American terms, there vrill be far too 
litt le to go around . 

The U S represents approxirnately 81~ of the 'non-Communist world I popiilation. Europt 
and Canada are approximately t1·rice that . But they need the greater part of all 
knm-m rese·rves to maintain their current l evel of consumption; in some cases they 
need more than all knmm reserves, as with copper and tungsten . Is' the eheiny" the 
U S · confronts rea_lly Communism - or is it in f a.ct .:industrialization? 

IMPLICAT/ONS FOR us POLICY 
.,· 

It must be a conscious and primary aim of- American foreign· policy .to ensure that 
the flow of raw materic;1,ls from the Thi.rd World is never interrupted . .. 

Imagine a situation in which pro-Peking Communist Parties controlled all overseas 
sources ·of raw materials for America ' s steel industry . They could cripple the US 
as an economic and military power. 

But America runs the risk of political opposition f rom many strains of political ·· 
opinion besides the Haoist. And the important_ conclusion to be drawn from the · 
first part of this paper is that there a.re · economic r easons for any honest and in
dependent government -- communist, socialist, liberal democratic or even revolu
tionary-right -- to stop s6lling raw materials to t he United States. An examina
tion of all the possible contingencies that could motivate a gov ernment to cut off 
American supplies makes it quite clear that American dependency on foreign suppli
ers makes it necessary for her to maintain regimes in poi,.-er that are under her . ·· 
total control. 

First, and most vital, a country may wish to conserve its r esource base for its own 
industrial development. It will not be impressed by arguments that the necessity 
of containing communism requires economic sacrifices from the underdeveloped coun
tries . 

Second, there will be competition for what surpluses t hey may wi.sh to sell, and 
they vrill have no reason to hand America a monopoly · of t heir exports. Ai~erica vrill 
have to compete with capitalist and socialist Europe, and with other Third World :· 
countries. Since her competitive position vdll not be strong, she will probably 
l ose open competitions. Primary producers vdll sell raw mater ials in those markets 
from which they can purchase back finished goods ·a·t the · 1oi:.i-est prices. This is 
much more likely to be Japan, for instance, than it is the Un:i,ted Stat.es . s I ' 

. . . 

Third, the·r~ :will inevitabiy be anti-:-American sentiments associa._t~q.J,r,i,th ariy inde- -· -· 
pendence movement, and .that,, may pr_ovi':1-e a ,politf:cal motTve: fo°i· · giving preference to 
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non-American buyers, as a symbol of independence or .. an expression of a legacy of 
bitterness. 

Fourth, there might be sanctionf! _in protest against American foreign policy in 
other Third World nations. For example, an independeht Asian government such as 
Sihanouk's would be unlikely to sell war material to the United States while it was 
engaged in a counter-insurgency war such as in Vietnam. 

A military consideration makes it equally imperative·, from the American viewpoint, 
to maintain American puppets in Asia. Any number of Asian :countries are located 
along the shipping routes by which the U S obtains st°rategic materials. If any one 
of them were to collaborate with a country (guess who) with whom America was en
gaged in a protracted land war, it could seriously interfere with American war in
dustry. 

HOW us SECUR!T)/ IS GUARANTEED 
There are three dangers against which American policy-makers will guard which arise 
from reliance on foreign sources of r aw materials : 

1) Political control of strategic locations by potentially hostile regimes. 
2) Trade sanctions for political reasons. 
3) Loss of supplies for economic reasons. 

Tactics to forestall these eventualities are varied. The ultimate weapon of gov
ernment, and perhaps the best understood one, is the military coup, instigated by 
the C. I.A. and backed by the i'-iarines or the Seventh Fleet. 

Short of this, American aid to the armed forces of tottering regimes gives the US 
de facto political control. When Americans train and select the armed forces' of
ficers, and service and repair military equipment, the effective control of such 
an army lies outside its own territory. This amounts to occupation by proxy. 

American aid also means that the capital equipment of a country -- its transporta
tion system and industries -- rely on An1erican parts, and thus the country is ex
tremely vulnerable in the short-run to sanctions. 

Stock-piling of scarce resources is used to maintain political and economic ortho
doxy in the poor nations, as they are too close to the verge of complete economic 
collapse to withstand the dislocation of suddenly losing American markets. Since 
their margin -of survival is so slight, they have no bargaining power, even when 
facing what appears to be a seller's market. 

A final barrier to independent development is the lack of any ~ource of development 
capital that is ear-marked for the priorities of mankind, and not controlled by the 
handful of great, interlocking f °inancial empires that · ai-e most rewarded by the 
status quo. 

HOT SPOTS OR GOO 

If you make a list of troubled areas around the world -- South Korea, Indonesia, 
Brazil, Congo, Rhodesia, Chile , Ghana, British Guiana, Philippines -- you have also 
made a list of sources of critical raw materials. 

\. 
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At the moment we seem to be trading Africa for Asia, which is cruel for the Afri
cans, but may move us one step from the brink. Africa is particularly valuable, 
not only for the vast reserves of copper, chromium, manganese, and cobalt, but also 
for power. The Volta project, whose future has just been taken 'from Kwame Nkrumah's 
hands, will generate enough power to take aluminum production out cf the hands of 
the northern hemisphere. 

We may expect to see Africa and Asia firmly in the hands of 'responsible I leader-
ship, who will stress traditional agriculture and fiscal stability over industrial
ization. Or else. 

THE CORNUCOPIA NS -· 
·som~ economis.ts, · irnovm ·to\he Conservationists as 1the Cornucopians , ' see in e_ach 
exploited raw material not the use of an irreplaceable resource, but the forging of 
a key t ·o even greater resources. They point to past history and current trends to 
show that technological innovations have made possible substitutions or mining of 
inferior ores at lower costs than earlier exploitation of high-grade ores. 

In :considering the impact of scarce resources on American foreign _policy, two ques
tions arise. How far can technology deliver us from the Law of Diminishing Returns 
and how many of US policy-makers are Cornucopians abroad as well as at home? · 

Theoretically, the whole earth is exploitable as a source of industrial minerals .i 
the barriers are , cost in dollars, and, cost in time, training and machines . J_f the 
US were presented with a fait _ accomp-li ; if all her colonies were denied her ~nd 
she was thrown ba~k .. on her own and Canada 's reserv:es, she could prob.'.',bly find W3.ys 
of surviving as an advanced civilization. She has ·the knowledge , the training cen
ters, the tax base, the_ power, the tools. 

But short . of that, will she do it, or will she continue to loot the poor countries 
of the earth? 

At least three times in: man's history, great civilizations have gro;,m stagnant and 
been destroyed ·because they lacked the social forms that would re r1li :~e the poten
tial of their sciences. Steam powered the doors of temples while ships Here rm-;ed 
by slaves. 

The capacity of American technology to solve the resource problem is not in -ques- _. 
tion. It is in the selection of priorities, not the capacity for research, that 
our civilization is failing. 

The space race is everybody's prime example of misallocation of our human and tech
nical resources·~· Throughout the fifties reformers cried 'In some countrtes in the 
Far East _and Africa, 50% of the population is blind! Forget the moon, and find : a 
cure for trachoma. 1 Immunization against the trachoma virus was finally developed · 
through a break-through in virological research comparable to the development of 
the Salk,,v,a,ccil:e --. by the Chinese. · 

The system as· it is presently structured will not lead to creative alternatives to· 
imperialism as ' solutions to the resource problem. So long as ownership and control 
lie in the hands of the great international cartels , and so long as research prior
ities are determined by market mechanisms_, looting will remain the logical solution · 
to a problem with such initial components ·. 
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RESEARCH IN A CO!VIPET!.T/..VE MARKET 

Although the human race as a whole is .going to have to find means of using the less 
accessible and less-easily reduced ores, at any. given point , a strong competitive 
advantage will accrue to whomever has the cheapest raw materials. It is technical
ly feasible for the United States to f ind ways of mining manganese from the ocean 
bottom, but as long as Indian coolies are scratching 50% ore out of· the ground with 
wooden spades, it is economi call y ridiculous to produce it at 20 times the cost: 
The Russians and the Chinese both possess substantial deposits of most . of the min
erals America and Europe lack. · As long as their low-cost ores are on the market, 
Americans will purchase on world markets, and keep secondary sourc~s in Ai;,ia, Af
rica, and Latin America 'on ice.' But since the · s_tatus quo in these countries is 
a standard of living be low subsistence and r~ecliriing, the status quo can only· be · 
maintained by force. 

VESTED INTERESTS 
(no I am not now, nor have _ I ever been .. . ; 

What this phrase means is simply demonstrated. The East India c·o. made enorn1ous 
prof its out of the maintenance of India as a Bri t ish colony. It did -not make as 
much in profits, however, as it cost to hold India by means of a vast administra
tive system, an overseas army and a Pacific fleet. So for B:::--itain as a whole, it 
was not profitable to hold India, at least by force. But , the people who made t:i. :-? 
profits were not the same people who paid the price . And t he people who made the 
profits, and had a vested interest in maintaining the s t atus quo, controlled the 
foreign policy of Britain against the interests of its people. 

The situation may now exist where enc1aves of power depend for their power on a 
productive system that has be::;cme obsolete f or the nation as a whole. Nore con
cretel y, it will be possi bl e to substitute agricultural fuels (:1J.cohol) fo1· min.er al 
fuels. So it is no l onger in the interests of the American peopl e to support a w_r 
for oil, but it rr.ay well be in the interests of the Rockef el lers . 

A parallel and more perplexing probl em is the phenomenon of vested psychological in-• 
t erests. If we know enough to make cornpeti tion for the earth's 11 esources a closed 
chapter in the evolution of human cul ture, will t he l egisl~tors of the great power~ 
undergo the shift in consciousness that will make fear of short2ges obsolete in 
fact as a determinant of policy? 

If some of these flying saucers \·mulct stop t o offer some other-wordly benevolent 
guidance, they would probably suggest a world-vride program of search, research and 
development. The needs are obvious ; how t o get there from here is not. 

We need an exhaustive geophysical survey, under U.N. auspices) of Canada, Africa, 
Latin America, and all areas where reserves are suspected but not proved. With an 
expanded and scattered reserve base the risks of losing political control over a-:iy 
one country would be minimal. 

1Do I understand, Senator, that you are prepared to t ake those risks with these
curity of the United States and t he Free World?' 

The TJ .N. should also provide development capital, so that ovmer countries wili not 
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run into a credit squeeze in the international capital market, and be forced to 
sell to the controllers of international credit, who just happen to include the 
same people who currently own most of the earth I s resources (l'iorgan, Rockefeller, 
Rothschild). 

International aid should be reallocated from currency stabilization to industrial 
development , 

With Russia and Chir.a both self-sufficient ; a.ng probably able to produce for export , 
there is probably enough to go around ., at least potentially . But we are consider
ing the motivations a~d .. p_tobable decisions of groups of m~n committed to the secur
ity, and the competit:i..ve·. advantage, of a partic~lar po,litical and economic system 
that they wish to pre-serve .unchanged. However great ·an _a:bundance of raw materials 
are discovered in this century, th~ political -consider~tions reip.ain critical as 
long as one goverh!nent has political cont,rol over the resources necessary to ano-:
ther government . It means that the· resource-poor country· must control . the produc
ing country , _or be in some degree dependent on i.ts good will. 

A s'Ql!I)ranational -body in control of prices and allocation of scarce resources mi ght 
lessen the political tensions involved , but ·t here would still be risk , still inse
curity, for the developed countries. And a fair allocation would involve surrender 
of economic advantages that the United States is currently· s~curing by military and 
paramilitary means. 

'Do I understand, Senator , that you are suggesting placing the security of the Uni
ted States and the Free 1lorld in the hands of the one-worlders , Black Africans, colil
munists, and assorted riff-raff Hho inhabit the United Nations? ' 

Unfortunately , the economic motive s for enforced poverty and economic stagnation in 
the Third Wor ld are easily elided into the 'Gr eat Black Blot 1 theory of communist 
expansion which US congressmen seem to f ind so compelling . They overthrow govern
ments to defend freedom, not our inflated l evels of consumption . Political unrest 
in an area of strategic importance is easily rationalized into a military tactic by 
which the international communist conspiracy is attempting to cut our supply lines. 
(There I s a marshall Is baton in every attache case . ) · r Our inter\;lsts' and 'our com
mitments r are logically identical, but psychologically polar opposites . . 

It is past time that we made the leap in moral imagination that would let us under
stand. that we are rich because they are poor . Guerrilla movements are swelling 
throughout the Third World, · and the lines are becoming clearly dra-vm . He must com
mit ourselves to the creation of a system of international distribution that will 
pennit the industrialization of the Third World ., or visit r,10re Vietnams on the poor 
of the earth. 
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